Abstract. In this paper, we mainly study the influence of the community opening on the surrounding road traffic, and correspondingly, build a model for the vehicle traffic. Firstly, focusing on the overall road network structure of the community and its surrounding area before and after the community opening ,we establish the Variable Cell Transmission Model (VCTM model).In this model ,the roads will be segmented and a new concept--traffic flow is proposed based on the transfer characteristics of cellular .Furthermore, we characterize the road traffic capacity by means of three traffic flow state evaluation indexes which are the average travel speed, the traffic impedance and the congestion delay .
Background of the problem
In February 21, 2016, the State Council issued 《 A number of opinions on Further Strengthening the administration of city planning and construction》 ,in which the sixteenth one is about the promotion of block system ,which means ,in principle, closed residential quarters will no longer be constructed and the completed residential area and the unit compounds should gradually open , has aroused widespread concern and discussion.
In addition to the opening of community may lead to security issues, one of the focuses of the discussion is: whether the community opening can achieve the optimization of network structure, improve the road capacity and improve the traffic conditions or not, and how to characterize the improvement effect. One view is that the closed area has destroyed the city road network structure and blocked the "capillary" of the city, which is easy to cause the city traffic jams.
After the opening of the community, the density of the road network will be improved and the road area will be increased as a result of which the road traffic capacity will naturally improve.
While some other people think that traffic capacity is related to many other factors, such as the residential area, location, external and internal road conditions and so on, which can not be generalized.
Meanwhile, some one else believe that although the number of passable road increases as a result of community opening, accordingly, the number of vehicles in the area surrounding the intersection of the main road will also increase, which may also affect the traffic speed of the main road.
Solution and application of the model
After consulting a large number of blueprints of the residential road network structures and geographic locations, we obtain several representative design patterns as shown below: a. Network road structure b. arborescence road structure c. Highway road structure Figure 1 Actual community road network structure diagram Based on the actual community road network structure design shown above, we abstract the different types of the community and its surrounding road network structures into analog network ones, which cover all kinds of residential network structures relatively roundly, including five types mentioned above. The designs are shown as below in Figure 2 By adjusting the structure parameters such as the probability of random rewiring probability, applying to Cellular Transport Model and combing with VISSIM traffic simulation software, we simulate the condition of the traffic flow and obtain the change situations of average speed, traffic impedance , hold plugging delay and other traffic flow parameters in different network traffic demand in order to analyze the traffic conditions of closed communities with different kinds of road network structures after their opening.
The results show us: Among the four kinds of network structure for opening communities, the effect of the scale-free network on the improvement of traffic conditions is the most obvious, which is followed by the random network and small world network, but for the regular network, the effect of the residential open on traffic condition improvement is the least obvious.
